Make Music

ENRICH LIVES

DISCOVERY: How to Harness the Therapeutic Power of Music
Do you know that

Making Music
MULTIPLIES
the Benefits of Music
Manifold?

Empowering People
of ALL Ages and Abilities
JOIN US
for a Joyful Discovery
and Enrich Lives!!!
6 Nov 2016, 9am-12pm OR 2-5pm
Venue: 9B Jalan Kenari 22
Bandar Puchong Jaya
47100 Puchong
Selangor, Malaysia
We are grateful to Fan Asia International Plt
for their venue support

ADMISSION IS FREE!

Music is primal, universal and transformational. It
has therapeutic powers. Neuroscience shows that
music rewires our brains, makes us happy and
connects us with others. But do you know that
MAKING MUSIC (play, compose and perform music)
MULTIPLIES its benefits manifold, beyond listening?
Many CANNOT Make Music the conventional way!
They cannot hold the instrument, read the notes
or they find music lessons unaffordable, timeconsuming or too rigorous.
Find out how our innovative programmes and awardwinning technology, that translates movement into
music, can enable ANYONE to make music with ease
and in a short time! Regardless of age, language,
ability or disability. Make Music, Enrich Lives!

No Musical Background Needed!!!
Discover how you can harness the FULL therapeutic
power of music for healing and joy. If you are an
educator, caregiver, therapist, social worker, parent
or someone who just loves music and wants to stay
active and healthy, this session will open your eyes to
a Whole New World of POSSIBILITIES!
Proudly brought to you by

A Social Enterprise dedicated to enable
ALL to harness the power of music for
healing and joy, through technology and
celebration. Winner of Asia for Good
Readers’ Choice Award 2016.
Visit www.imsoulinc.com

Strategic Partner

Award-winning
training enterprise
with a mission to
touch hearts and
nurture minds

To REGISTER, email info@imsoulinc.com, or call +60 19 382 3883 or +65 9181 4810
I’m Soul Inc Pte Ltd, 60 Paya Lebar Road #13-07, Paya Lebar Square, Singapore 409051. UEN 201324019G

